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An in-situ Observation on Initial Aggregation Process of Colloidal Particles near
Three-Phase Contact Line of Air, Water and Vertical Substrate ∗
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The self-assembling process near the three-phase contact line of air, water and vertical substrate is widely used
to produce various kinds of nanostructured materials and devices. We perform an in-situ observation on the self-
assembling process in the vicinity of the three phase contact line. Three kinds of aggregations, i.e. particle–particle
aggregation, particle–chain aggregation and chain–chain aggregation, in the initial stage of vertical deposition
process are revealed by our experiments. It is found that the particle–particle aggregation and the particle–chain
aggregation can be qualitatively explained by the theory of the capillary immersion force and mirror image force,
while the chain–chain aggregation leaves an opening question for the further studies. The present study may
provide more deep insight into the self-assembling process of colloidal particles.

PACS: 82. 70. Dd, 81. 15.−z, 83. 20. Bg

A three-phase contact line of air, water and solid
substrate can be formed when a hydrophilic substrate
is vertically put into a colloidal suspension. Water
evaporation-driven capillary flow can force the col-
loidal particles in the suspension moving to the con-
tact line and orderly aggregating in the meniscus re-
gion under the geometrical confinement of the contact
line on the colloidal particles.[1] This self-assembling
process has been widely used to fabricate various
kinds of nanostructured materials, such as photonic
crystals,[2−8] nano-fluidic sieves,[9] photonic glass,[10]

nanotube surface arrays,[11] and patterning lines of
colloidal particles.[12] Although the materials and ap-
plication targets are different in those studies, the
mechanisms involved in the processes are similar. The
migration of a colloidal particle at the air–water inter-
face is dominated by the lateral capillary force induced
by the asymmetric distribution of contact line at the
two sides of the colloidal particle.

Although many research works have been carried
out to produce various kinds of materials based on
the colloidal self-assembling process, the foundational
studies of the colloidal particle interaction were mainly
performed by Nagayama and co-workers. Kralchevsky
and Nagayama[13] calculated the capillary forces be-
tween two particles partially immersing in a thin liq-
uid film which is used to describe the two-dimensional
self-assembling behaviour of colloidal spheres. In ex-
periments, Denkov et al.[14] carried out an in-situ opti-
cal observation on the formation of close packed phase
of micrometre-sized colloidal spheres under the acting
of the capillary immersion force. Forces between two
individual spheres[15,16] and between two cylinders[17]

were measured in experiments to demonstrate the va-
lidity of the theoretical models and the calculations.

Recently, the vertical deposition (VD) method[18]

was widely used for the fabrication of highly-ordered
inverse-opal photonic band gap structures. In VD pro-
cess, a clean glass slide was vertically put into the
colloidal suspension. A three-phase contact line has
been formed at the interface between the glass sub-
strate and the colloidal suspension. With withdraw-
ing of water on the glass substrate due to the wa-
ter evaporation, a thin film containing highly-ordered
colloidal spheres has been grown along the substrate.
It was shown[6] that it is the evaporation-driven con-
vective flow that pushes the colloidal particles mov-
ing towards the contact line. The evaporation rate,
temperature and particle size are the main factors af-
fecting this colloidal particle assembling process. In
fact, research effort has never ceased to explore more
details on the formation mechanism of the VD pro-
cess, such as the role of the thickness transition[19]

and the growth dynamics.[20] However, these investi-
gations mainly focused on the large-scale behaviour
of the self-assembling process, while the interactions
among colloidal particle individuals were ignored com-
monly. On the other hand, theoretical studies on
the inter-particle capillary force were reported in
literature.[21−23] Different from the aggregation of col-
loidal particles on the water surface, introducing the
glass substrate in VD process leads to the formation of
the contact line and the interaction between the col-
loidal particle and the glass substrate. Analogically to
the electrostatic interaction between an electric charge
and a metallic plate, the capillary interaction between
a floating sub-millimetre particle and a vertical wall
can be seen as the interaction between a floating parti-
cle and its virtual mirror image particle. This interac-
tion was referred to as mirror image force in literature.
Therefore, the movement of colloidal particles on the
contact line can be driven by both the lateral capillary
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force and the mirror image force. Although a clear
picture in physics can be derived from the theoretical
research, more experimental studies on the problem
are still needed to clarify the theoretical models.

In this study, we perform an in-situ observation
on the self-assembling process of colloidal spheres in
VD. We focus on studying the initial formation of the
assembled particle line in the meniscus. This study
may give more deep insight into the self-assembling
dynamics and the capillary interaction between parti-
cles. Moreover, it is helpful to understand the nucle-
ation process in growth of photonic crystal in VD.

Fig. 1. (a) A schematic of the experimental setup. (b)
A typical image of the as-grown colloidal film observed by
the long working distance microscope. (c) A schematic
of the particle assembling process in the meniscus region.
(d) The SEM image showing the colloidal particle arrange-
ment in the area marked in the square in (b). The diam-
eter of PS particle is 2µm.

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the ex-
perimental setup. A cylindrical glass cell with a flat
window was employed for the in-situ observation. The
inside wall of the cell was chemically modified to be
hydrophobic so that the light can not be curtained off
before it enters the microscope lens. In experiment, a
clean glass slide in dimensions 2.2 × 1.0 cm2 was ver-
tically mounted in the central part of the observation
cell. The glass slides were dipped in the chrome acid
solution for 12 h and cleaned several times in deionized
water before used in experiment. Then, they were
dried with high purity nitrogen gas. The whole cell
was fixed in a temperature-constant chamber, which
is not drawn in Fig. 1(a) for clarity. The chamber was
kept at 55◦C in experiment. We took 3 ml polystyrene
(PS) suspension containing monodispersed PS spheres
of 2µm diameter at 1 vol%, put into the cell just at the
beginning of the observation. A three-phase contact
line of air, water and glass slide was formed as in-
dicated by the straight solid line in Fig. 1(a). A long
working distance microscope Questar QM100 with res-

olution of 1.5µm and the shortest working distance of
15 cm was used for in-situ optical observation on the
aggregation of colloidal particles. The images were
recorded by the conventional videotape recorder.

The microscope was adjusted to focus on the area
near the contact line. A typical image is shown in
Fig. 1(b), which clearly indicates the interface between
the grown film (the grey contrast) and the colloidal
suspension (the black contrast). A schematic of the
meniscus region is shown in Fig. 1(c). The highly-
ordered arrangement of colloidal spheres in the grown
film (in the solid square area) is illustrated in Fig. 1(d).
We mainly observed the colloidal particle aggregation
in the meniscus.

Before starting to discuss the experimental re-
sults, we summarize the theoretical results in the
literature.[21−23] When a colloidal particle floats on
the water surface, the particle gravity makes the de-
formation of water surface profile and subsequently
changes the surface tension distribution around the
particle. When two floating particles approach to each
other at distance L, as shown in Fig. 2, the surface
deformation on the two sides of the particle is differ-
ent and asymmetric. The asymmetric surface profile
around a particle will induce a lateral force to push
the particle sticking together. It was demonstrated[13]

that the capillary floating force F can be formulated
as

F (L) ∝
(
R6/σ

)
K1(qL), (1)

where σ is the surface tension, R is the particle ra-
dius, K1 is the modified Bessel function, and q =
(∆ρg/σ)1/2 is the reverse capillary length. On the
other hand, there is another kind of lateral capillary
force acting on the particle if the particle immersed in
a thin liquid film.[13] The immersion force F ∗ can be
formulated as

F ∗(L) ∝ σR2K1(qL). (2)

In comparison of Eqs. (1) and (2), it can be found that
the floating force decreases much faster than the im-
mersion force with the decreasing particle radius. As
reported in Ref. [13], the floating force is negligible if
the particle radius is less than 5µm. In contrast, the
immersion force should be considered even if the par-
ticle radius is as small as 2 nm.

Fig. 2. A schematic of the capillary force acting on two
colloidal particles floating on the water surface.
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Fig. 3. A sequential images showing the particle–particle aggregation and the aggregation behaviour of their
combination: (a) t = 0, (b) t = 2 s, (c) t = 8 s, (d) t = 10 s, (e) t = 20 s. Circles, triangles and squares in the images
are used for guidance of eyes. The scale bar has the length of 6µm.

As mentioned above, the mirror image force which
counts for the attraction between the particle and the
vertical substrate must be considered in VD. The mir-
ror image force has the same order in magnitude with
the immersion force. It should be addressed that the
mirror image force hinders the free movement of par-
ticle along the contact line and tends to pin the par-
ticle on the vertical substrate. Roughly speaking, the
magnitude of the mirror image force acting on a chain
is proportional to the number of the colloidal parti-
cles in the chain. In contrast, the immersion force
acting on a chain is not larger than that acting on
a pair of particles because only the two end parti-
cles in the chain have the asymmetric surface tension
distribution, which origins from the immersion force.
Therefore, it can be deduced that the movement of
a single particle is easier than that of a long particle
chain under the competing between immersion force
and mirror image force.

Fig. 4. A sequential of images illustrating the particle–
chain aggregation behaviour: (a) t = 0, (b) t = 1 s, (c)
t = 2 s. The scale bar in the image has the length of 6µm.

By our experiments, the particle aggregation be-
haviour can be divided into three classes, namely,
particle–particle aggregation, particle–chain aggrega-
tion and chain–chain aggregation. The particle–
particle aggregation counts for the aggregation pro-
cess of two PS sphere individuals. The particle–chain
aggregation describes the merging process of one PS
sphere into a long PS particle chain, while the chain–
chain aggregation is assigned to the merging process
of two PS particle chains.

At the beginning of the experiment, the particles
driven by evaporation arrive at the meniscus and they
attract each other in a very fast speed and aggregate
into short particle chains. The particle–particle ag-
gregation into short chains occurs very fast in a few
seconds. Figures 3(a)–3(d) show the merging of two
particles into a short double-particle chain. A par-
ticle moves towards the contact line in Fig. 3(a) and
stops at some positions shown in Fig. 3(b). Subse-
quently, another particle (triangle) occasionally moves
to the vicinity of the first particle in the circle in
Fig. 3(c). The two particles quickly combine into a
double-particle chain shown in Fig. 3(d) when they ap-
proach within a short distance. This indicates that
the immersion force applied to a single particle in the
vicinity of other particles is strong enough to push
the particle moving freely on the contact line, com-
pared with the pinning effect of the image force. Fig-
ure 3(e) shows that the combined pair of particles
merged into a neighbouring long chain. Comparison
with the particle–particle aggregation, this process is
much slower than the particle–particle aggregation. It
can be interpreted by the enhancement of the image
force with the increasing chain length, which is theo-
retically discussed in this study.

Fig. 5. Optical images showing the chain–chain aggrega-
tion. The scale bar in the image has the length of 6µm.

Figure 4 shows the process of one particle merg-
ing into a neighbouring chain. It can be seen that
the particle moves across about 4D within 2 s, where
D represents the diameter of the particle. It is in-
dicated that the surface deformation-driven immer-
sion force between two particles at distance of 4D is
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strong enough to push the particle moving towards
the chain. This experimental result is consistent with
the theoretical prediction in Ref. [13]. Figure 5 shows
the process of chain–chain aggregation. Two features
deserved to be noted in the image. Firstly, the chain
composing two particle rows can be clearly observed,
while a large space is left between the two chains in the
image. This means that the piling of the first particle
row is not completed while the second row has been
formed. This piling imperfection may form the initial
defect nucleus in fabrication of ordered macroporous
materials such as photonic crystal. The second feature
is that the two long chains observed in the image still
can merge together and form a longer chain, as shown
in Fig. 5(b). This merging process of long chains, as
is considered, cannot be completely assigned to the
immersion force because the pinning effect of image
force may be too large in this case.

In summary, we have performed an in-situ obser-
vation on the self-assembling process in VD. Three
kinds of aggregation in the initial stage of VD pro-
cess are revealed by our experiments. To out best
knowledge, this is the first time for the report of in-
situ observation on the initial stage of self-assembling
process in VD. The particle–particle aggregation and
the particle–chain aggregation can be qualitatively ex-
plained by the theory on the capillary immersion force
and mirror image force, while the long chain–chain ag-
gregation leaves an opening question for the further
studies. It is believed that our studies may be helpful
for deeply understanding the self-assembling process
of several hundred nanometre-sized colloidal particles
on the three phase contact line, which is widely used
to produce various kinds of nanostructured materials
and devices.
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